enshrined in law women's subordination to men politically, socially, and economically. 3 Recent scholarship has drawn attention to the 'de-eroticisation of culture' in nineteenth-century Italy -how the preoccupation with female virginity, notably its preservation, became an obsession in Catholic Italy, as elsewhere. 4 In this chapter, I
will show, however, that Italian tragic opera and imported French novels played a significant role in awakening a certain kind of desire in both ordinary and exceptional women in nineteenth-century Italy. My newly-presented evidence for this comes from my study of the hundreds of love letters and fan letters to and from performing artists and their fans held at theatre archives throughout Italy. 5 Evidence of female (heterosexual) desire abounds on the Italian tragic opera stage, as well as in realist fictional representations in the Italian novel and novella by female and male Italian authors following Unification. 6 From at least as early as the premiere of Bellini's opera Norma (La Scala, Milan, 1831), female singers were being cast as single and sexually desirous of men -in the role of the tragic heroine, at once pitied for her suffering and condemned (typically to death) for transgressing social mores. There are countless others, including the court jester's daughter Gilda in his Rigoletto (La Drawing on Lacan's concepts of ego formation and the mirror stage, Laura
Mulvey's highly influential essay 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema ' (1975) emphasised the prevalence of the patriarchal viewpoint in cinema to argue that the pleasure gained in looking is a male pleasure and that the 'look' in cinema is controlled by the male and directed at the female. 8 In her more recent work in feminist film theory on the 'gaze' and 'spectacle' she makes a conscious break with the first phase of feminist theory and calls instead for a concentration on the historical conditions that created and inscribed a binarism of the male (active) gaze at women displayed as (passive) sex objects. 9 Following Mulvey's lead, I draw on examples of heterosexual female desire in realist fiction and in love letters written by female performers, in order to argue that the frequent recurrence of this topos of the male gaze at the displayed and sexualised woman was due in no small measure to the ubiquity of sexually desiring female tragic opera and literary characters permeating already open to love. She anxiously followed the development of the dramatic action.
The kidnapping of Gilda frightened her, she cried with Rigoletto, she had disrespect and scorn for the courtesans, and waited excitedly for Gilda's return to the stage'. 29 Thus, in realist fiction, the female spectator is presented experiencing the action on stage and in the music vicariously, in a visceral way, through her body. In Luigi Capuana's novel Giacinta (1879), the third-person narrator describes the music affecting parts of the protagonist's body as her lover-to-be plays a piano piece to her:
'Gerace also had a particular way of directing the notes at Giacinta; and she, who had realised it, felt them linger around her body, rest on her forehead, flutter over her cheeks and around her neck, tickling her'. 30 These fictional women in Italian realist novels, whose lives were confined to the domestic sphere, engage with the music and/or musical performance as a form of erotic escapism and liberation from the monotony of their everyday lives. depicted as an erotic siren, is described as talented, intelligent and well-respected for her art. Vittoria is 'a pure, passionate, bold woman; an independent, slightly masculine type. She easily got excited, ready to indulge her heart's first impulse, believing it to be the best. She was aroused by art, she became enthusiastic about an author, an actor, also an actress; she wanted to meet them, and she had words and ways of expressing her admiration that revealed all the fervour of her artistic soul'. Later, on 22 October, she is similarly candid and effusive:
My Ettore, I hope we will see each other soon to spend some wonderful hours together like in Milan, but unfortunately it will depend on you and I hope you will still give me a sign that you would enjoy my company.
[…] Write to me straight away if I can be hopeful, and while I wait accept a dear embrace and an affectionate kiss from your Anna.
My parents send you their best regards. 
